
In an energetic and dynamic approach, Nina

will draw core concepts of the Feldenkrais Method

and multiple strands of sustenance from her years

of experience. With real-time composition and

re-composition, using principles of varied somatic

practices, the course will help you to deepen an

understanding of embodied articulatedness while

remaining in an inner state of playful

attentiveness.

A  certified Feldenkrais Practitioner®, Nina holds a master’s degree in
Contemporary Dance Education, University of Music and Performing Arts,
Frankfurt am Main. She is also a lecturer at the Centre for Contemporary
Dance (CCD) at the University for Music and Dance Cologne, Germany
in the subjects Contemporary Dance Technique, Dance Dissemination,

Improvisation Technique and Feldenkrais Method®.
She also teaches at the pre-education-program for dance at the

Rheinische Musikschule Cologne.

Nina will be assisted by Dance Artiste Ronja Nadler.
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A 2-week intensive in
Contemporary Dance and Movement Arts

Opt for either the entire course or make up your own
curriculum by selecting modules of  your choice.

Inviting professional dance artistes

with 2 years’ experience,

from across India and the globe,

to conuence in Bangalore.

Get FOCUSED and ADVANCED TRAINING

as well as MENTORSHIP BY EXPERTS

in the eld of

Contemporary Dance & Movement Arts

Lucía Vázquez Madrid Lucía Vázquez Madrid 

Learn floor work as well as sequences

based in Limon and Release techniques, 

moving onto devised choreography. 

Qualities such as fluidity, lightness & athleticism

will be the hallmark of the sessions.

Lucia graduated in Contemporary

Dance, Design and Plastics Arts,

Department of Fashion Stylism.

A certified Yoga and Pilates teacher,

Lucia is interested in transdisciplinary

art practices and her choreographies

usually employ video, sound, text

and costumes. She is the winner

of multiple awards including

the Best Female Dancer at

Stage Awards of Seville 2011 &

2014 and Andalusian Theater Awards 2013

as well as 3rd Prize (NDA Award) for

“Flying Birds” codirection at

NDA International Festival 2017.

WORKSHOP

A certified Yoga instructor, Piyali Majumder

has been leading Yoga workshops across Bangalore.

Trained in Power, Hatha, Vinyasa and Dynamic Yoga,

she is multifaceted in her training approach and

methodology. She has also captained the

Yoga Federation of India.

Experience a total mind-body workout that will combine

strength and flexibility, aligned with breath and relaxation.

Join Piyali’s classes in Dynamic Yoga and increase your

mental and physical endurance and stamina.

The athletic style of Vinyasa flow will develop

cardiovascular conditioning, calorie-burn

and muscle development through holding

postures for extended breaths.

WORKSHOP IN

Explore with him - qualities of movement and dance, improvisation tools,
dance-contact and instantaneous composition processes. 

Awaken the subtle listening of oneself and partners, develop fluidity
and power in movement, learn improvisation techniques

and compose short personal pieces!

Choreographer, dancer and teacher,
Emmanuel Grivet is developing since
20 years a practice of improvisation,
dance contact, open choreography
and instantaneous dance compositions.

Having collaborated with artistes like
Mark Tompkins and Julyen Hamilton,
he has built original tools for creation
of dance pieces and formations for dancers.
Currently, he is teaching and performing
widely across the world.

Winner of multiple awards including

2’ Prize at Gdansk International

Festival, Poland; choreographer for

internationally touring performance

pieces and numerous dance videos;

a teacher of Contemporary Dance and

Feldenkrais technique for festivals,

theatres, professional schools and 

companies across the world including

The Place & the London Contemporary

Dance School. Currently, the Artistic

Director of the International Network

EurAsia Dance Project.

Stefano will be assisted by Girish Kumar,

Dance Artiste, EurAsia Dance Project

co-partnered by Attakkalari

Enroll for intensive trainings, to gain a

deep understanding of 

• space, weight and fluidity

• functional dynamics, structure and unity

• experimentation with concepts along with

  guided improvisations 

• a study of combination and sequences

• exploration of gravity, levels,

  floorwork and more.
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Based on the essentialized motifs of 8 animal movements

( ), this ancient martial art employs movementsashtavativukal

that originate from the centre ( ) and travel throughnaabhimoola

the nervous system to the whole body with the active

participation of the spine. Work on a series of leg swings,

stretches, bends and jumps with fluid movements and high

energy leaps and thrusts; followed by exquisite sequences

designed to give total body control, grace and power.

 

Trained extensively in Kalaripayattu at the Hindustan Kalari

Sangam, Kerala, Sajith has performed in multiple

festivals across India including the Pondicherry Festival 2012,

Indian Cinema Centenary Celebrations 2013 by the Film

Employees Federation of Kerala, Orissa Tourism’s Kapila

Muni Festival 2013; and internationally including

The Festival of India in Hungary 2016.

WORKSHOP IN

Stefano Peschiulli

Trained by ballet masters- C. Palacios,

E. Verardi, A. Vergari & J. Bor�i, Stefano

graduated from Associazione Italiana

Danzatori, Rome. He furthered his dance

education with the likes of T. Rigano,

V. Litvinov in Rome and with

M. Besobrasova in Académie de Danse

Classique Princesse Grace in Montecarlo.

Having been a part of N ational Theater

of Belgrade (Serbia), he has also

performed with ensembles of Wiener

Volksoper (Austria), Imperial Russian

Ballet of Moscow (Russia) & National

Ballet Theater Oleg Danovski (Romania)

to name a few. Currently, Stefano is

working as a ballet, pas de deux &

repertoire teacher, training all over

the world.

Lessons in Ballet:
Improve your muscular strength, flexibility and range of motion;

boost coordination and correct body alignment
with intensive classes in Ballet.

WORKSHOP

Stefano
Peschiulli

The GYROTONIC EXPANSION SYSTEM®

was created by Romanian-born

Hungarian Juliu Horvath from his initial

programme – Yoga for Dancers.

GYROKINESIS® is an original, and unique

movement method which has benefits

& qualities similar to those found in

Yoga, Tai Chi, gymnastics and dance.

Each class begins with a gentle warm up

sequence, followed by a series of fluid

spinal motions, gradually moving onto an

exploration of more complex movements

and then slowly closing off with calming

and unwinding sequence.

W
O
R
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O
PGYROKINESIS®:

Restorative and challenging, awaken

your body through a movement series

programmed to stimulate the energetic

nerve centres- building endurance,

imbibing integration and imbuing

symmetry in your physique.

For more details, contact:

Attakkalari Centre for Movement Arts
24-04, 2nd Cross, Wilson Garden

Behind Mandovi Motors
Bengaluru, INDIA - 560027

Tel:
+9180 2212 3684

Pallabi Ghosh
+91 9811737441

Parth Bhardwaj
+91 9739790793

Maumita Goswami
+91 813582429

Email
education@attakkalari.org

www.attakkalari.org

SCHEDULE

Contemporary Dance by
LUCIA VAZQUEZ

Classical Ballet
by

STEFANO PESCHIULLI NINA
HAENEL

Feldenkrais
Method

by

Yoga by
PIYALI MAJUMDER

Kalaripayattu by
SAJITH P

Contemporary Dance by
EMMANUEL GRIVET

Contemporary Dance by
NINA PATRICIA HAENEL

Contemporary Dance by
STEFANO FARDELLI

NO CLASSES ON SUNDAYS

Gyrokinesis
by

STEFANO
PESCHIULLI

BREAK

BREAK

LUNCH

BREAK

BREAK

1300 - 1345

1345 - 1515

1515 - 1530

1530 - 1700

1700 - 1715

1715 - 1845

Workshop in The Feldenkrais Method®  
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The Feldenkrais Method® of somatic education uses gentle movement and
directed attention to help you rediscover your innate capacity for graceful,
efficient movement. It is a system designed to promote bodily and
mental efficiency and well-being by conscious analysis of
neuromuscular activity via exercises which improve flexibility
and coordination and increase ease and range of motion.

The Feldenkrais Method is based on principles of physics,
biomechanics, and an empirical understanding of learning
and human development.

 The benefits of the method are myriad:
r e duction of muscular tension, development of the basic
tone of  muscles in a more uniform manner and deeper
breathing, alongwith new mobility.

FEE STRUCTURE

Price per module

Drop in rate per class

  INDIANs

 INR 4500  125 €

 70 €

 125 €

 70 €

 125 €

 50 €

 70 €

 50 €

 20 €

 10 €

 INR 4500

 INR 4500

 INR 2500

 INR 2500

 INR 2500

 INR 1750 

 INR 1750

 INR 700

 INR 400

International
Participants

 

      Contemporary Dance by
      Stefano Fardelli  | 14 classes
                                           
 
      Contemporary Dance by
      Emmanuel Grivet  | 14 classes                                        
 

      Contemporary Dance by
      Nina Patricia Haenel  | 14 classes                               
  

      Contemporary Dance by
      Lucia Vazquez  | 7 classes                         

 
      Yoga by 
      Piyali Majumder | 7 classes        
 

      Kalaripayattu by 
      Sajith P | 7 classes   
                     

      Classical Ballet by
      Stefano Peschiulli | 5 classes                     
 

      Gyrokinesis by
      Stefano Peschiulli | 5 classes                            

      Feldenkrais Method by
      Nina Patricia Haenel                            | 2 classes
                

 ENROLL for all modules-in-one
at a discounted fee  INR 20,000  500 €
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